Webinar: SkyVU Project and Change Agent Role Overview
Date: November 16, 10 a.m.

WEBINAR SUMMARY

- **What is SkyVU?**
  - SkyVU will support Vanderbilt University’s academic mission by modernizing its financial, administrative and research support systems by replacing many of Vanderbilt’s current systems with Oracle Cloud.
- The SkyVU **go-live** date is **July 1, 2017**.
- A full list of the systems being replaced or impacted by integrations can be found on the SkyVU website: [www.vanderbilt.edu/skyvu](http://www.vanderbilt.edu/skyvu).
- SkyVU Change Agents:
  - Are integral members in the SkyVU team;
  - Will help the entire campus learn about the SkyVU changes;
  - Embrace change and can positively influence others; and
  - Proactively engage with colleagues about the benefits of the SkyVU project.

ACTION ITEMS

- Encourage your colleagues to attend the first **Flight Check-In** on **Friday, November 18 at 10 a.m.** in the **Commons Multi-Purpose Room** or view the **livestream** on the SkyVU website. This Flight Check-In will discuss the changes to the university’s center and account numbers and organizational structure.
- If you did not have the opportunity to pick up your **Change Agent Resource Guide** binder at one of the Open Houses, please visit the SkyVU office at the Loews Office Tower, Suite 1010.

UP NEXT?

- **Flight Check-In**: November 18, 10 a.m. in the Commons Multi-Purpose Room
- **Change Agent Webinar**: November 30, 10 a.m.
- **Change Agent Webinar**: December 14, 10 a.m.

---

This is a summary ‘Flight Plan’ for the Change Agent Webinars and is only intended to supplement the webinar session. Please refer to the recorded webinar at [www.vanderbilt.edu/skyvu/change-agents.php](http://www.vanderbilt.edu/skyvu/change-agents.php) for more details.